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Event Title: Guest/Expert Talk Lecture on “Skills required to climb the Corporate Ladder”  

 

Date: 25th January 2023 

Conduction Duration: 2Hours  

Venue: MBA Class Room  

Resource Person: Miss Neha Bhalerao (HR , Manager Sula Vineyards ) 

   Miss Priyanka Ahirerao (Sr Analyst WNS) 

Coordinator: Prof Prabodhan Patil  

Objective: 

1. To Guide Students regarding updation of necessary management Skills  

About The Program:  The  speech on the topic of skills necessary to climb up the corporate 

ladder was delivered by Neha Bhalerao & Priyanka Ahirerao both Alumni of 2021 Batch who are 

currently associated with sula vineyards and WNS and working as an HR Manager & Sr Analyst 

respectively and doing quite good   in the corporate world. The speech began with an introduction 

of the speaker's background and career journey, highlighting their experiences and 

accomplishments in the corporate world. 

The speaker then discussed the various skills that are essential for climbing the corporate ladder, 

including strong communication skills, leadership abilities, time management, and the ability to 

work well under pressure. The speaker also emphasized the importance of networking and 

building relationships, both within and outside of the company, as well as the need to constantly 

learn and adapt to new technologies and trends. 



The speaker also talked about the importance of setting goals and working hard to achieve them, 

and shared personal anecdotes of their own experiences climbing the corporate ladder. The speech 

was interspersed with examples and practical tips for attendees to apply in their own careers. 

The speech was well-received by the students, who found the speaker to be knowledgeable and 

engaging. Students felt that the speech provided them with valuable insights and practical advice 

that they can apply in their own careers. The session was concluded with a Q&A session, in which 

students had the opportunity to ask the speaker any questions they had about the topics covered 

during the speech. 

 Outcome: 

1. Students Came to know about importance of updation of skills necessary to climb up 

corporate ladder  

Photographs:  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

  

 

    


